RECIPES, TIPS & TIMES

Important: All cook times are for illustration purposes only. Please use a meat thermometer and follow
cooking safety guidelines for each meat type.

Minimum temperature & rest times based on FoodSafety.gov at
PoManGrill.com/temps or by scanning mobile QR code, left.

CHICKEN

WINGS

TURKEY

SPARE RIBS

BABY BACK or
ST. LOUIS RIBS

BOSTON BUTT

ROAST &
VEGGIES

RIBS & BOSTON PORK LOIN
BUTT TOGETHER

STEAK

BURGERS

Preparation

Cut full chicken into
even halves, remove
inner parts, wash thoroughly. Marinate in 1
part regular mustard,
1/4 worshishire, 1/4
Italian dressing, 1/4
lemon juice. Before
cooking cover with
salt, pepper, old bay
seasoning, and/or
seasons of choice.

Place wings on a oven
pan and cover both
sides lightly with
virgin olive oil. Season with salt, pepper,
old bay, or season of
choice

Cover entire turkey
with peanut oil. Rub
salt, pepper, and Old
Bay over the entire
turkey

Trim fat, grissle,
and membrane from
inside of slab. Cut or
square off the narrow
end all the way back
to first full rib bone.
Next cut the full slab
in equal halves. Marinate / season to your
liking.

Trim fat, grissle,
and membrane from
inside of slab. Cut or
square off the narrow
end all the way back
to first full rib bone.
Next cut the full slab
in equal halves. Marinate / season to your
liking.

Trim unwanted fat or
pieces. Simply dry rub
with favorite seasonings. Plenty of salt
and pepper provide a
great outer layer.

Trim unwanted fat or
pieces. Simply dry rub
with favorite seasonings. Plenty of salt
and pepper provide a
great outer layer.

See instructions for
ribs & Boston Butt
in othr column then
adjust when you place
cuts of meat according to required cook
times.

Trim up to your preference. Marinate for
at least an hour with
your choice. After
marinating, cover in
seasoning of choice.

Cover steaks in extra
virgin olive oil and
season to your liking.
Po’ Man uses sea salt
and pepper.

Season burgers to
your liking. The grate
will hold approximately 8 - 10 large
burgers

Instructions

Use full box of coal.
Once majority of coals
in the middle are lit
or briquetts are white,
place standing rack
into can. Using scewers, peirce chicken
halves through front
of breast and under
wing. Hang on top
level of the rack with
legs towards bottom
of can and breast
towards lid of can.
Spread apart so that
halves are not touching each other. Place
lid on with a 1/4 - 1/2”
opening.

Use 3/4 box of coal.
Once the middle is lit
or 5 - 10 briquetts are
white, place standing rack into can. Set
wings on round grate
and place on level 2. If
cooking two batches
place one round grate
on level 2 and one
round grate on level 3.

Use full box of coal.
Once middle is lit or
5 - 10 briquetts are
white, add standing
rack into can. Place
round grate on level
2 if there is enough
room between meat
and lid, if not place on
level 3.

Use full box of coal.
Once the middle is lit
or 5 - 10 briquetts are
white, place standing
rack into can. Place
skewer between last
two bones of narrow
end of slab. Hang
skewers on top level
of rack, with nawwow
end towards lid and
wide end towards
bottom of can. Spread
ribs apart so that meat
does not touch. Place
lid on with a 1/4 -1/2”
gap or opening.

Use full box of coal.
Once the middle is lit
or 5 - 10 briquetts are
white, place standing
rack into can. Place
skewer between last
two bones of narrow
end of slab. Hang
skewers on top level
of rack, with nawwow
end towards lid and
wide end towards
bottom of can. Spread
ribs apart so that meat
does not touch. Place
lid on with a 1/4 -1/2”
gap or opening.

Use over the top full
box of coal. Once the
middle is lit or 5 - 10
briquetts are white,
place standing rack
into can. Insert round
grate on level 2 of
standing rack. Place
meat in center of
grate with fat side up.
Place lid on with 1/4 1/2” gap or opening.

Over-fill coal box.
Once the middle is lit
or 5 - 10 briquetts are
white, place standing
rack into can. Insert
round grate on level
2 of standing rack.
Place meat in center of grate with fat
side up. Place lid on
with 1/4 - 1/2” gap or
opening. After 1:30
hrs remove meat and
wrap with 3 - 4 layers
of foil. Add potatoes,
carrots, onions, and
celery. Place back in
can for 1:00 - 1:45 hrs,
with lid slighty open.

Use over the top full
lbox of coal. Once the
middle is lit or 5 - 10
briquetts are white,
place stand rack in
can. Place Boston Butt
on level 3 fat side up.
Hang ribs on top level
with skewers.

Use full box of coal.
Once the middle is lit
or 5 - 10 briquetts are
white, place standing
rack into can. Place
loins on circular grate
on level 2 or 3. Flip
one time to get even
char.

Use full box of coal.
Once the middle is lit
or 5 - 10 briquetts are
white, place standing
rack into can. Place
circular grate on level
2 or 3 and allow to
get hot before adding
steaks. Place steaks
on grate and flip once
to allow even char and
cook.

Use full box of coal.
Once the middle is lit
or 5 - 10 briquetts are
white, place standing
rack into can. Place
circular grate on level
2 or 3 and allow to
get hot before adding
burgers. Place burgers
on grate and flip once
to allow even char and
cook.

Size & suggested Cook Time

3 - 5 lbs (2 halves)
1:15 - 1:45 hr
6 - 10 lbs (4 halves)
1:25 - 1:45 hr
11 - 15 lbs (6 halves)
1:30 - 2:00 hr

15 - 25 wings
1:00 - 1:30 hr
25 - 40 wings
1:30 - 1:45 hr

12 - 18 lbs
3:00 - 4:00 hrs
(Approx. 10-14 minutes per lb)

2 - 4 half slabs
1:30 - 2:00 hr
6 - 8 half slabs
1:45 - 2:30 hr

2 - 4 half slabs
1:20- 1:45 hr
6 - 8 half slabs
1:30 - 2:00 hr

3 - 5 lbs (1 piece)
2:15 - 2:45 hr
6 - 9 lbs (1 piece)
3:00 - 3:30 hr
6 - 10 lbs (2 pieces)
3:00 - 3:30 hr*
12 - 18 lbs (2 pieces)
3:30 - 4:00 hr*

3 - 6 lbs
2:30 - 3:30 hr

See sizes & suggested 1 - 3 lbs
cook times in columns 1:00 - 1:30 hrs
for ribs & Boston Butt. 4 - 7 lbs
1:30 - 2:30 hrs

1 - 10 lbs
20 - 40 minutes

1- 4 lbs
30 -45 minutes

Wrap in tin foil with at
least 2 - 4 layers of foil.
Add 1/4 cup, 1/4 cup
lemon juice, 1/4 stick of
butter. For larger roast
add 1/2 cup each of
lemon juice and vinegar
and 1/2 stick of butter.
Keep in cooler or warming drawer for 30 - 45
minutes, or place back
in can and place lid half
way on.

When adding vegetables
add salt, pepper, and seasonings before placing
in foil. Add worshishire,
red wine vinegar, and
butter for moisture.

Place Boston Butt in first
and cook as directed. At
the proper cooking time
add ribs. Example: 6 lbs
Boston Butt is going
cook around 3 hrs, and
2 half slabs of ribs will
take around 2 hrs. At the
1 hr mark add the ribs to
the can. The drippings
off the ribs will baste the
Boston Butt below.

Pull steaks at preffered
level (rare - well done).
You can also hang steaks
from skewers w/ narrow
end of meat up & hanging approx 5-10” above
flame. I remove the drip
plate for flame contact.
This will produce grease
directly on fire so DO
NOT leave the lid off
for any extended period
of time and place tight
when done.

Adding a larger gap
in the lid ( 3/4 - 1” )
will allow burgers to
cook faster. Add a little
mustard, Italian dressing, etc… when forming
burgers to provide more
moisture. The added
moisture will give you
more drippings on the
flavor plate, giving you
more smoke.

*place larger on level3,
smaller on level2

Tips

After removing chicken,
wrap in tin foil and place
in a empty cooler or
heating drawer for 15 30 minutes.

For a smoked taste with
a crispy outside just
place on metal sheet
pan and place in oven
for 5 - 10 minutes before
serving. For a sauce
base, just let wings sit
for about 5 minutes and
then cover with sauce.

Place turkey breast side
down. This allows the
most moisture available
to get into the white
meat.

Pull ribs when the meat
draws back on the
bone. Wrap in tin foil
with choice of sauce or
butter to steam and add
moisture. Leave wrapped
for 15 - 45 minutes in
empty cooler or warming drawer or place back
in the Po’ Man.

Pull ribs when the meat
draws back on the
bone. Wrap in tin foil
with choice of sauce or
butter to steam and add
moisture. Leave wrapped
for 15 - 45 minutes in
empty cooler or warming drawer.

Pull meat when internal
temp is around 140 or
greater. Wrap in tin foil
with choice of sauce or
butter to steam and add
moisture. Leave wrapped
for 15 minutes. Larger
loins let sit wrapped
slightly longer. The meat
will continue to cook
while wrapped.

